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OFFICIAL CHIC PRESS RELEASE 

THE VISIONARY WHO WILL BE FEATURED ON CHIC METROPOLITAN 

MAGAZINE'S JETSETTER ISSUE HAS BEEN SELECTED!  
 

Chic Metropolitan is proud to announce that CEO/Founder of ONEFlight International, MR. FERREN 

RAJPUT will be gracing our Jetsetter issue Cover!  http://oneflightinternational.com 
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Read the Chic Press Release! 

 

For the past few years, Chic Metropolitan Magazine's Jetsetter Issue has been among the most widely 

read of our editions. Appealing to both men and women, this issue covers every area associated with 

the jet set lifestyle including fine dining, nightlife, tech, fashion, and even traveling with the family. 
The most important aspect to travel is safety, and with this in mind, we reveal the most effective 

security tools of the trade. Our exclusive Editor's List includes the finest in planes, yachts, and luxury 

motorcars. For the more adventurous, we also feature the latest in high-end snorkel and glamping 



gear. Our Editor's selection of luxury swimwear rounds out our exclusive Chic list. 

 

Mr. Ferren Rajput built and now heads one of the finest premier private charter jet services in the 

business. Since beginning ONEFlight International in 2007, he has transformed the industry by 
reducing the costs associated with operating private jets. His business currently has access to more 

than 12,000 private aircraft and 5,000 airports around the globe. 
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He also created the exclusive ONEFlight JETClub that is among our Chic Editor's Jetsetter Picks of 

2016. Find out more at this link: http://oneflightinternational.com/index.php/jet-club 

Our Chic Metropolitan Jetsetter COVER photo shoot will be taking place in Los Angeles and feature Mr. 
Rajput with ONEFlight International's newest Gulfstream. Additionally, our shoot will include an 

exclusive selection of luxurious Lamborghinis. Despite the fact that this photo shoot is invite only, Chic 

TV will be on site to cover all of the excitement! Experience one of our previous Chic TV segments at 
this link:  http://www.chicmetropolitan.com/video/chic-metropolitan-chic-tv-behind-scenes-robert-

herjavec/ 

Also included in the shoot are luxury brands Neiman Marcus, Bruno Magli, Lojel Luggage 

International, and Sovaro Coolers. 
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Read our issue featuring Billionaire MARK CUBAN on the Cover!  
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